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RECONFIGURABLE COMPUTING ARRAY 
WITHOUT CHASSIS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] This invention relates to methods of assembling and 
con?guring computing devices and computing devices so 
assembled and con?gured. 
[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0004] Conventionally, computers and many other elec 
tronic devices are built on a chassis. Chassis, also called case, 
is the metal frame that serves as the structural support for 
electronic components. Typically, every computer system has 
at least one chassis to house the circuit boards and Wiring. The 
chassis also contains slots for expansion boards. If one Wants 
to insert more boards than there are slots, one Will need an 
expansion chassis, Which provides additional slots. (See, for 
example, WWW.thefreedictionary.com/chassis, and sbc.We 
bopedia.com/TERM/S/chassishtml.) Shared by all concepts 
of chassis are the requirements of stiffness and support, as 
required to hold components in place Whose orientation is 
critical and must be held Within tight tolerances, and Which 
are relatively heavy and subjected to other forces such as heat 
stress and vibration or pressure caused by heat dissipation 
devices or the air or liquid ?oWs driven by them. 
[0005] Driven by these requirements is the distinction 
betWeen, on the one hand, structural chassis parts and, on the 
other hand, electronic parts, such as circuit boards, cabling, 
and Wiring, Where the former are heavy, strong, and usually 
rectangular in shape, and take no active part in the device 
function, While the latter are mounted Within the former and 
do all the electronics. In the course of development it is 
normal to ?nd chassis panels open and cables and compo 
nents hanging loose, subject to frequent change by engineers, 
Who are experienced enough to position them by hand for 
successful operation despite the lack of physical support. One 
such example is described in “Modular Microprocessor Kit 
for Undergraduate Laboratory on Industrial Automation”, 
IEEE Trans. Education, Vol. 44, No. 2, page 218, May 2001. 
Such manipulation of chassisless components is very useful 
to developers, despite its severe limitations, parts not 
designed for it, strains on cables, danger of electrical short 
circuits, and limitation of component count by connector 
arrays designed for chassis use. 
[0006] At the same time, miniaturiZation of peripheral 
components has progressed to such a degree that chassisless 
or dangling peripherals such as the iPodTM are noW available 
to general-purpose users. A similar miniaturization of poW 
erful central processing units (CPUs) is underWay at the die 
level (Michael Flynn, Keynote Address, CSREA Multicon 
ference, Las Vegas, Nev., Jun. 21, 2004), but the complexity 
of state control, communications hardWare and system soft 
Ware harnesses has kept system implementations of such 
CPUs Within the conventional chassis. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a 
method and apparatus that substantially obviates one or more 
of the problems due to limitations and disadvantages of the 
related art. 

[0008] An obj ect of this invention is to eliminate the chassis 
in many poWerful computing devices using neW, loW poWer 
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technology. Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a design directed toWard normal use and recon?guration 
outside a chassis. 

[0009] Another object of the present invention is to permit 
such recon?guration to take place normally Within a running 
program using recon?gured hardWare, adding or removing 
resources Without rebooting or interrupting the program. 
[0010] Additional features and advantages of the invention 
Will be set forth in the descriptions that folloW and in part Will 
be apparent from the description, or may be learned by prac 
tice of the invention. The objectives and other advantages of 
the invention Will be realiZed and attained by the structure 
particularly pointed out in the Written description and claims 
thereof as Well as the appended draWings. 
[0011] To achieve these and other advantages and in accor 
dance With the purpose of the present invention, as embodied 
and broadly described, embodiments of the present invention 
provide a computing device adapted for connecting to an 
external device, the computing device includes: one or more 
external connectors adapted for connecting to the external 
device and including at least a ground line, a poWer line and 
one or more data input/output (I/O) lines; one or more com 
puting nodes connected to each other and to the external 
connectors, each computing node including a central process 
ing unit, a memory, or an input/ output interface, Wherein at 
least one computing node has a computing state machine and 
programs that describe and control the behavior of the com 
puting nodes at least during a connection event When an 
external connector is being connected to the external device 
and during a disconnection event When the external connector 
is being disconnected from the external device; a poWer unit 
connected to the external connectors and the computing 
nodes for supplying poWer to the computing nodes or for 
?ltering signals on the poWer line; and a ?exible enclosure 
structure encasing the external connectors, computing nodes 
and poWer unit and permitting the external connectors to be 
connected With the external device, the enclosure structure 
being made of ?exible materials, Whereby the computing 
device forms a physically integrated unit by the enclosure 
structure free of a rigid frame. The computing device is tough, 
small, and lightWeight. It can be mechanically supported by 
external connector(s) Without a chassis. It can be hot-plugged 
and hot-unplugged and function properly, contributing 
resources to a program that may already be running, betWeen 
these events. 

[0012] In another aspect, embodiments of the present 
invention provide a recon?gurable computing system that 
includes one or more computing devices described above and 
one or more host computers. Each ho st computer has an outlet 
adapted to be connected to an external connector of a com 
puting device, the outlet including at least a ground line, a 
poWer line and one or more data input/output (I/O) lines. Each 
computing device is connected to a host computer either 
directly or through other computing devices. Each computing 
device has at least one computing node programmed to 
receive or transmit information on the I/O lines from or to 
another computing device or host computer connected to the 
computing device, to be in transmission readiness regardless 
of Whether a corresponding program on the connected com 
puting device or host computer is ready, and to receive or 
transmit information When the corresponding program is 
ready. Each host computer is programmed to receive or trans 
mit information on the I/O lines from or to a computing 
device connected to it, to be in transmission readiness regard 
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less of Whether a corresponding program on the connected 
computing device is ready, and to receive or transmit infor 
mation When the corresponding program on the connected 
computing device is ready. The computing devices and the 
host computers form a connected set and communicate With 
each other through the I/O lines. 
[0013] The present speci?cation also describes implemen 
tations of the poWer unit and programming of the computing 
notes that support hot-plugging and hot-unplugging. 
[0014] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the following detailed description are exem 
plary and explanatory and are intended to provide further 
explanation of the invention as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate embodiments of the 
present invention. 
[0016] FIG. 2(a) illustrates an example of component inter 
connection in a segment according to embodiments of the 
present invention. 
[0017] FIGS. 2(b) and 2(0) are partial circuit diagrams 
shoWing poWer units according to embodiments of the 
present invention. 
[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates a control How of hot sWap involv 
ing physical disconnection and connection of components. 
[0019] FIG. 4 further illustrates the control How of hot sWap 
involving physical disconnection and connection of compo 
nents. 

[0020] FIG. 5 is a How chart illustrating a disconnection 
and connection method. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0021] This invention concerns computing devices or 
assemblies, each including a processor or processors, 
memory, and data input/ output (IO) connections, together 
With the poWer supplies needed to make all these operate 
normally given a standard external electrical poWer source of 
one kind or another. According to embodiments of the present 
invention, a poWer unit (sometimes referred to as a “locomo 
tive” in this speci?cation) together With a number of comput 
ing devices (sometimes referred to as “nodes” in this speci 
?cation) forms a physical unit, referred to as a “segment” or 
“computing segment” in this speci?cation, Which is capable 
of joining With other segments to pass poWer and data and 
perform computations. Each computing node may be a CPU, 
memory, IO interface, other components, or combinations of 
the above. 
[0022] One feature of embodiments of the present inven 
tion is that its components are chassisless, so that each physi 
cal unit (segment) needs no more mechanical and electrical 
support than is provided by its poWer/data connections, 
Whether these be in cable form, or take some other ?exible 
form such as a fabric grid. All normal design requirements of 
a computing device or system can be satis?ed Without careful 
positioning or mounting, alloWing fabrics or cable-connected 
segments to tWist and dangle, and segments to lie near or be 
heaped together up to limits imposed by heat dissipation. 
[0023] Stackable interconnected modular electronic com 
ponents have been described in various references, such as in 
US. Pat. Nos. 5,984,732, 5,602,721, 6,073,333, 5,909,357, 
6,469,901, 5,737,189, 6,698,851, 5,949,644, 6,597,569, and 
5,761,032. These types of structures still require a relatively 
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rigid physical form, such as specialiZed “foot” to enforce 
rigidity (US. Pat. No. 5,984,732), rails (US. Pat. No. 5,602, 
721), particular shape of the modules (shape matching) (US. 
Pat. No. 6,073,333, US. Pat. No. 5,909,357), cooling shaft 
(US. Pat. No. 5,909,357), a rigid receptacle for routing sig 
nals (US. Pat. No. 6,469,901), rigid enclosure With sled (US. 
Pat. No. 5,737,189), and rigid housing (US. Pat. No. 6,698, 
851, US. Pat. No. 5,949,644, US. Pat. No. 6,597,569, US. 
Pat. No. 5,761,032). Most of these systems require the mod 
ules to be vertically stacked. 
[0024] Another feature of embodiments of the present 
invention is that the components are recon?gurable, so that 
chassisless segments can be connected or disconnected With 
out bringing the program or system doWn. Hot-plugging 
hardWare is supported by a softWare design that alloWs recon 
?guration events to take place Within program or system 
function. Hot recon?guration may include plugging multiple 
segments together to enhance computing poWer. Hot-plug 
ging of certain types of peripheral components is generally 
known; embodiments of the present invention improve the 
general technology and apply it to the chassisless environ 
ment. 

[0025] Yet another feature of embodiments of the present 
invention is that the segments are designed to be capable of 
easy connection to a standard host computer and/or data 
device(s), so that programming and data can be loaded from 
the host and/ or the data device(s), and computations be done 
With multiprocessing ef?ciency, in order that the segments 
can serve as an auxiliary computing engine of inde?nitely 
expandable poWer. At the same time, other embodiments of 
the invention may be self-suf?cient or “embedded” With soft 
Ware pre-loaded, for instance in Read-Only Memory (ROM), 
so that connection to a standard host computer or data device 
(s) or other segments can bring the segment on line and 
already functional. 
[0026] It canbe seen that by combining all of these features, 
one reaches a neW ease of applying computing poWer. For 
example, a host, groaning under an exceptionally heavy com 
puting task, may gain speed and poWer in the middle of its run 
as neW computing segments are plugged into it and into each 
other. These may be handed like Christmas lights from stor 
age draWers, or even popped loose from another running host 
Whose task is less urgent. When their task is done, they can be 
carried elseWhere, Without any need to struggle With shared 
netWork bandWidth or softWare resource allocations, and 
Without heavy Wheeled transport devices or dangerous lifting 
or handling of any large, clumsy, sharp-cornered chassis. 
[0027] A computing segment according to embodiments of 
the present invention may take the physical form of a “rope” 
(FIG. 1(a)) or other suitable forms. FIG. 1(a) schematically 
depicts a computing segment 100 having tWo end connectors 
102 and 104. One connector 102 (a host mating connector) is 
adapted for plugging into a data port (such as a USB port) as 
Well as a poWer outlet on a chassis (not shoWn) of a host 
computer. The ho st computer may be any computer such as a 
conventional computer having a chassis, or it may be a com 
puting segment according to embodiment of the present 
invention. The connector 102 is shoWn in FIG. 1(a) as having 
tWo separate prongs adapted to be plugged into tWo separate 
locations on the host chassis, but it may also be a single prong 
plugged into a single outlet that provides both data connection 
and poWer, or take any other suitable form depending on What 
is offered by the host chassis. The other connector 104 is an 
extension connector adapted for receiving a connector of 
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another computing segment. As depicted in FIG. 1(a), the 
rope segment contains one or more computing devices 

(nodes) 106 and one or more poWer units (locomotives) 108. 
Each node and locomotive is connected to appropriate data 
and poWer lines; the lines and the nodes and locomotives are 
then enclosed together in a suitable enclosure 110 such as a 
shrink Wrap to form the segment. This is illustrated With more 
detail in FIG. 1(b), Which schematically depicts a rope seg 
ment 100 containing one poWer unit 108 and a number of 
CPUs 106 suitably connected by connection Wires and 
enclosed in a material 110. The rope segment 100a shoWn in 
FIG. 1(b) has a connector 104a adapted for mating With a 
connector 104 of another segment (rather than to a chassis of 
a host computer as in FIG. 1(a)). 

[0028] A segment having a host mating connector 102 as 
shoWn in FIG. 1(a) is referred to as a host mating segment, 
Whereas a segment having tWo non-host mating connectors 
104 and 10411 shoWn in FIG. 1(b) is referred to as a non-host 
mating segment or a generic extension segment. Unlike the 
host mating connector 102, the non-host mating connectors 
104 and 10411 of a generic extension segment may be 
designed independent of the physical requirements of the host 
chassis, so long as they are compatible With each other. 
Another type of segment (not shoWn) may be a segment 
connected to a peripheral, Which Will have a mating end 
adapted for speci?c peripherals. For each rope segment, one 
end (e. g. the connector 102 or 104a) may be referred to as the 
root end or the near end and the other end (e. g. connector 104) 
may be referred to as the leaf end or the far end. Alternatively 
(not shoWn), a rope segment may have one root end connector 
and tWo or more leaf end connectors forming a branch. The 
segment can communicate and function properly after only 
one connection, the root end connection, is connected to a 
poWered mating connection. Its other connections, if any, can 
be plugged into mating host(s), peripheral(s), or other seg 
ment connection(s) and communicate and function properly 
With them after sharing ground and communicating or shar 
ing poWer. 
[0029] FIG. 2(a) illustrates an example of component inter 
connections in a segment according to embodiments of the 
present invention. Lines 202, 204 and 206 represent a high 
voltage line (either AC or DC, provided by an external source 
210), a loW voltage line, and a ground line, respectively. Any 
of these three lines may include a plurality of physical lines, 
as dictated by design requirements. Line 208 represents a data 
line Which typically includes a plurality of physical lines. One 
or more locomotives 108 are connected to the voltage lines 
202, 204 and 206, and functions to supply poWer on the loW 
voltage line 204 using poWer (AC or DC) supplied on the high 
voltage line. Alternatively, some locomotive 108 may only be 
connected to the high voltage line and ground (and not con 
nected to the loW voltage line), and function as a ?lter for the 
high voltage poWer line. Each of the one or more nodes 106 
(CPU and/or memory) is connected to the high voltage line 
204, ground 206 and the data input/output line 208. A loco 
motive and a node may be combined into one physical unit, in 
Which case such locomotive/node unit Will be connected to 
the voltage lines 202,204 and 206 as Well as the data line 208. 
As another alternative, the high voltage line 202 may be 
eliminated and the poWer may be directly provided to the loW 
voltage line 204 from an external source (not shoWn). In this 
case, the locomotive may function as a ?lter during connect 
and disconnect events. 
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[0030] Generally, the locomotive may perform one or more 
of the folloWing functions: ?ltering the disturbances due to 
hot-plugging and hot-unplugging, supplying startup and buff 
ering shutdoWn poWer, supplying poWer to the nodes betWeen 
startup and shutdoWn, delaying the start of IO until stable time 
(time interval from a connection event after startup until the 
time of a disconnection event at the beginning of shutdoWn), 
and detecting the connection and disconnection events and 
responding to them in such a Way that all IO behavior betWeen 
connection and disconnection events is correctly modeled by 
the computing state machine. This response may include 
prevention of spurious communication signals due to contact 
bounce and capacitive current inrush, establishment of cor 
rect electrical state for start of IO at startup, and proper 
termination of IO at shutdoWn, including prevention of partial 
or malformed IO transmissions. 

[0031] Any suitable design may be employed for the poWer 
supply function of the locomotive. Existing technologies pro 
vide poWer supplies and converters that are suf?ciently small 
and lightWeight for these purposes. For example, N2PoWer 
(WWW.n2poWer.com) offers AC-DC converters With a poWer 
density of 8.5 W/ cubic inch, or approximately 18 g/ W. 
Another example of commercially available small poWer sup 
ply/ converter device is Calex’s Subminiature converters, 
Which Weigh about 5.7 OZ (including case) and output about 
1.5 W of poWer. 

[0032] A computing system according to embodiments of 
the present invention may consist of a number (Which may 
equal Zero) of non-host mating segments connected together 
and connected to a host computer via a host mating segment. 
Each segment is encased by a material or materials, from 
Which all connectors protrude, that are tough and impervious 
enough to permit handling of the segment using bare hands 
Without special mechanical or electrical precautions. Prefer 
ably, each segment is light and small enough to permit han 
dling by one person Without leverage or mechanical aid. In 
addition, the segments are small and cool enough to permit 
heat dissipation by air convection in normal use. Preferably, 
each node dissipates one Watt or less of poWer during normal 
usage. Each segment is capable of being mechanically sup 
ported by its root end connector Without a chassis, thus elimi 
nating the need for frames, slots, or mounting bolts other than 
the bolts that are part of the connector itself. For example, 
With current technologies, a segment providing adequate 
computing poWer or other functionalities may be made to 
Weigh on the order of a feW ounces. Rapid increases in com 
puting ef?ciency Will make such segments more lightWeight. 
MeanWhile, typical bolt-secured connector assemblies are, or 
can easily be designed to be, able to support a force on the 
order of a pound and the corresponding torque (Weight times 
the largest lever arm dimension of the segment) Without deg 
radation of performance. Preferably, the connector assembly 
has a strength at least ten times the Weight of a typical seg 
ment. Furthermore, When a number of segments are con 
nected together, the collectivity of segments can be supported 
through the connector to the host chassis so long as the num 
ber of segments is Within a reasonable limit. So supported, the 
segments function properly When randomly oriented, tWist 
ing, dangling, toppled, or piled together With other segments, 
so long as needed heat dissipation is possible. 

[0033] The computing segments according to embodiment 
of the present invention preferably have hot sWap connector 
assemblies capable of connecting ground, poWer, loW voltage 
lines, and data lines in such a Way that connection and dis 
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connection deliver a sane signal to any monitoring computer 
logic and softWare. Hot swap or hot plug connections are 
generally knoWn in the art and are Widely used in, for 
example, disks. For example, US. Pat. No. 6,447,309 
describes suppressing poWer bus bouncing in a hot-sWap 
pable system. US. Patent Application 200l/00ll3l4 
describes a data server With hot replaceable processing unit 
modules. The Serial ATA standards support hot sWapping 
capabilities (see WWW.serialata.org). The above hot sWapping 
technologies, hoWever, are aimed at peripheral and netWork 
devices and are designed only Within standard chassis. 

[0034] In embodiments of the present invention, due to the 
loW poWer requirements, hot sWap connections may be 
improved or simpli?ed to require only tWo connector lengths 
instead of three as found in certain existing devices. For 
example, in Serial ATA devices manufactured by Maxtor 
Corporation, three lengths of connectors (pins) Were provided 
for hot plug: (1) static discharge, (2) high-impedance pre 
charge of poWer, and (3) loW-impedance poWer and data 
connections. In embodiments of the present invention, hoW 
ever, the locomotive may be designed to handle the sequenc 
ing of (2) and (3) above, alloWing tWo lengths to be used 
instead of three. To accomplish this, the locomotive turns on 
poWer to the CPUs only after its oWn charge up is completed. 

[0035] FIGS. 2(b) and 2(0) are partial circuit diagrams for 
tWo examples of locomotives (poWer units) for AC and DC 
poWer sources, respectively. The circuit of FIG. 2(b) can also 
be used for a DC source if the capacitance of the capacitor 220 
(see beloW) is su?iciently large. The locomotive in each case 
includes an inductor 212 connected in series With the poWer 
supply 214 or 215 and the load 216, such that upon hot 
plugging the poWer, the voltage variation due to contact 
bounce connection and disconnection is substantially pre 
vented from affecting the circuit on the far side of the inductor 
from poWer. SWitch 218, although shoWn as a part of the 
circuit, may be in fact physically a part of the external con 
nector. For an AC source, the locomotive also includes a 
capacitor 220 connected in parallel to the inductor 212 and 
load 216. Upon detection of the beginning of a disconnection 
event, the sWitch 218 disconnects the inductor 212 from 
poWer 214 or 215 and connects the former poWer connection 
of the inductor 212 to ground (in the DC case) or to the 
capacitor 220 (in the AC case), With the result that the induc 
tor or inductor/capacitor combination poWers the segment 
long enough for orderly shutdoWn. The sWitch 218 is prefer 
ably a linear conductance contact sWitch, such as a pin, so that 
the conductance increases linearly from Zero to a full conduc 
tance value When the pin is inserted into the receiving slot. 
The resistance of such a sWitch is proportional to l/t Where t 
is the time after the ?rst contact. Such a sWitch eliminates 
current or voltage spike at t:0. This circuit effectively mini 
miZes contact bounce voltage at point E (the load). After 
disconnect, the decay time of the voltage is approximately the 
longer of RC or L/R. In FIGS. 2(b) and 2(0), the load 216 
represents the actual loads together With other necessary cir 
cuitry of the poWer unit such as a converter. The locomotive 
additionally includes delay and hysteresis circuitry (as a part 
of the load 216 in FIGS. 2(b) and 2(0)) su?icient to delay 
poWer to the nodes until voltages are stable under the poWer 
requirements of all parts of the segment. 
[0036] This locomotive Will cooperate With a connector 
that has a ground pin longer than poWer and signal pins. To 
deal With surprise or unplanned disconnect events, the con 
nector may also have a shortest pin Which is triggered the 
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earliest for detecting a disconnection event. Other suitable 
structures may also be used for generating or detecting a 
disconnect signal prior to the connector disconnecting the 
poWer, signal and ground lines from the external device. 
[0037] Examples of components useful for implementing 
such a locomotive include a 55 mH inductor made by Mouser 
(TRIAD CST306-3A) With a physical siZe less than 1 by l by 
0.4 cubic inches, a decay half-life (L*log(2)/R) over 10 msec, 
and current capacity of 25 amps. As discussed in various 
literature, hot plug bounce occurs on the order of a millisec 
ond, and the period of a voltage ?uctuation during the bounce 
time interval is less than 100 microsecond. Literature also 
discusses the use of choke in the hot line to clean up high 
frequency noise (see WWW.du.edu/~etuttle/electron/elect5. 
htm), and the use of dv/dt chokes in poWer supplied (see 
WWW.reo.de/pdfs/chi8l lq.pdf). 
[0038] Preferably, embodiments according to the present 
invention include a softWare logic and state machine capabil 
ity that controls the connection and disconnection events 
Within program runs that are exploiting the intercommunicat 
ing and parallel multiprocessing potential of the many nodes. 
The state machine and programming capability permit the 
collectivity of connected segments, together With appropriate 
host(s) orperipheral(s), to be recon?gured by hot-plugging or 
hot-unplugging segments, Without having to reboot or reload 
programs, either to survive a hot-plugging or hot-unplugging 
event, or to adjust the resources in use to add or remove the 
segment just hot-plugged or hot-unplugged. During stable 
time (the time interval from a connection event after startup 
until the time of a disconnection event at the beginning of 
shutdoWn), a computing segment can predictably compute 
and communicate. Various components of the state machine 
functionality reside on the host computer and each segments. 
[0039] The state machine functionality that controls the 
connection and disconnection events may be implemented 
using extensions of knoWn technologies. For example, the 
Transputer of Inmos Ltd pioneered the hardWare and pro 
gramming concepts necessary for robust recon?gurable mul 
tiprocessing. See, for example, The Transputer Databook, 
Inmos Ltd 1992, chapter 13: “IMS C004 programmable link 
sWitch”. The B008, a board mounted Within a standard chas 
sis, itself supported daughterboards called TRAMs With gen 
eral connectivity and program loading capability. In this 
device, hoWever, hot recon?guration Was limited to repro 
gramming a crossbar sWitch betWeen physically ?xed TRAM 
connections. Transputer-like interconnect designs have been 
developed by others, such as IBM (the “Advanced Parallel 
Array Processor” or APAP, described in, e.g., US. Pat. Nos. 
5,717,943 and 5,617,577). All of these general designs are 
described as having been realiZed in physical forms limited to 
standard chassis designs and do not address physical hot 
sWapping. SoftWare support of recon?guration Within a sys 
tem or program run is developed by the present inventor and 
described in Dickson, LaWrence 1., “occamTM Road Map for 
the DOS PC”, Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Parallel and Distributed Processing Techniques and Applica 
tions, 1010-1019 (1996) (“the PDPTA’ 96 paper”). This paper 
uses the term “hot sWitching” in a limited sense to refer to 
connecting and disconnecting softWare Within a system based 
on hardWare Whose con?guration is electrically ?xed during 
any given run. HoWever, its communications state sequences 
may serve as the foundation for control softWare that enables 
the hot sWapping capability of the computing segments 
according to embodiments of the present invention. The tech 
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niques of programming complex systems in standard lan 
guages to behave predictably under Well-de?ned communi 
cation conditions are further developed by the present 
inventor and described in commonly oWned US. Patent Pub 
lication 2004/0158833, ?led Feb. 10, 2003. 
[0040] None of the above-described existing techniques 
addresses physical hot sWapping. Embodiments of the 
present invention extends the logic for recon?guring indepen 
dent communicating softWare programs during a run 
described in the PDPTA’96 paper to hardware-connectivity 
based programming and hardWare recon?guration Within a 
run, as illustrated in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 illustrates a Disconnect 
process and a Connect process, both hot sWapping. At the 
beginning of the Disconnect process, the control program 
negotiates states on both sides of a connector (301). The 
program sets data connection to Idle and hardWare to Hot 
SWap Ready on both sides of the connector (302). In step 303, 
the hardWare is physically disconnected. At the far side, i.e. 
the components that has been disconnected (represented by 
arroW 304), the hardWare may be shut doWn (305). Step 305 
occurs When the far end is a tree branch and not a part of a 
loop. In a loop, the far side Would be connected to the root via 
some other connections and Will thus not shut doWn. At the 
near side, i.e. components that remain connected to the con 
trol process (represented by arroW 306), the data connection 
is shut doWn, and the connector remains in Idle state and is 
Hot SWap Ready (307). 
[0041] This state continues until a neW connection is to be 
made. The far side of the neW connection may be the hardWare 
that has been previously disconnected, or a neW hardWare 
component. At the beginning of the Connect process, the far 
side component is in an open connector Which may be in a 
poWerless state (308) if the far side is a tree branch. The near 
side component is an open connector in an Idle and Hot SWap 
Ready state (309). In step 310, the ground line is connected. 
This step may also discharge static electricity if the far side is 
a tree branch. At this time, both connecting sides are Idle and 
Hot SWap Ready (311). The poWer line(s) and data line(s) are 
then connected (312). If the far side node has no program 
ming of its oWn, then the near side control program transmits 
programming and/or state to the far side (313) and aWaits 
ready signal from the far side (314). The far side receives the 
transmitted programming and/ or state (315) and then boots 
up (316). Steps 313 and 315 may be omitted if the far side has 
its oWn programming. It is noted that the transmission of a 
program onto a fresh CPU, connected but in a reset state, has 
been knoWn in the art, of Which one example is the Transputer 
“Boot from Link” state machine functioning on chips 
designed in the 1980s. 
[0042] In the above description, the terms “far side” and 
“near side” are used With respect to a connection. These 
relative concepts are valid When the connection is a tree 
connection, i.e., When it is not a part of a loop. HoWever, 
according to a Well-knoWn mathematical theorem, any con 
nected graph contains a subgraph Which connects all its nodes 
and is a tree, that is to say, is a graph Without loops. In 
addition, one can select any one edge of the connection graph 
and require it be in that tree. Therefore, by conceptual elimi 
nation if necessary of some connection edge(s), the terms “far 
side” and “near side” can be applied to any connection. Also, 
in this speci?cation, the concept of “near” vs. “far”, “root” vs. 
“branch” (or “leaf ’) are pairs of concepts that are sometimes 
used interchangeably. 
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[0043] FIG. 4 further illustrates the “negotiate” step (301) 
in FIG. 3. Root side nodes 402 and branch side nodes 403 are 
schematically shoWn located at each side of a line 401, Which 
represent an edge in the graph theory sense and a physical 
connection in embodiments of the present invention. In case 
the connected segments (the graph) includes loops, it is 
assumed that a ?xed set of edges is conceptually eliminated so 
that the remainder form a subtree, or subgraph that is a tree, 
spanning all the nodes and including 401, according to the 
mathematical theorem mentioned in the above paragraph. If 
the connection graph does not include loops, then the entire 
connection graph is the subtree. In both cases, the tree is the 
subtree. Here, “branch side nodes” are all nodes that cannot 
get to the root through the subtree Without going through the 
edge (physical connection) 401, and root side nodes are all 
other nodes. The “root” of the tree is the connection to the 
host. The negotiating step (301 of FIG. 3) involves exchange 
of data across the edge (physical connection) 401 as depicted 
in FIG. 4. Here, Data “A” 404 represents any data required by 
branch side node(s) Which has to come from root side node(s) 
or from host, and may include boot programming. Data “B” 
405 represents any data required by host or root side node(s) 
Which has to come from branch side node(s). This is one 
method su?icient to program and drive all nodes. Other suit 
able methods may also be used. 

[0044] In some data transmission protocols, an amount of 
data is committed for transmission on hardWare independent 
of success feedback. FIG. 5 illustrates a method by Which a 
disconnection and connection can be spanned Within the 
transmission by a retransmission controlled by disconnection 
detection. This permits disconnection and connection events 
to take place even after a data transmission is committed and 
before it is completed, Without high level softWare enforcing 
a pause. As shoWn in FIG. 5, after transmission is initiated 
(502), the control program monitors Whether a hardWare con 
nection is disconnected before transmission is completed 
(503). If no disconnection occurs, transmission completes 
(504). If a disconnection occurs, the program is in a state 
Where it aWaits a reconnection (505). Once reconnection is 
established, the program enters a state Where it Waits (501) 
until it is ready to initiate a transmission (502). This control 
method is useful in hardWare hot sWapping that can endure a 
“surprise disconnection”. Similar concepts in a different con 
text (softWare hot-sWapping) are discussed in the PDPTA’96 
paper, Which may be referred to for details if desired. 

[0045] A method useful for dealing With surprise of 
unplanned disconnect event is to transmit data in units of a 
?xed data unit siZe, so that each transmission of data is of an 
integer multiple of the data unit siZe. Each transmission of 
data of the data unit siZe is either acknowledged by the 
receiver or terminated by a disconnection event. If a discon 
nection occurs Without the transmission of a data unit siZe 
being acknoWledged, the transmitting program can continue 
to run until detecting a connection event on the same connec 

tor. The program keeps a copy of the interrupted data trans 
mission and can resend it after the reconnection event. 

[0046] In order to implement the state machine and soft 
Ware programming requirements of the embodiments of the 
invention, one type of program that can run on a computing 
segment or on one or more of its nodes is referred to as a 

“focus program”. A focus program can receive or transmit 
information on a point-to-point IO channel, either to another 
program running on the same segment, or across an IO (data) 
line of a connector, in the folloWing manner. The focus pro 
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gram can reach transmission readiness on its side of the IO 
channel irrespective of Whether a device on the other side is 
active or not, i.e., Whether the program on the other end is 
running, has been loaded, or exists in any Way, or in the case 
of a connector irrespective of Whether there is or is not mating 
hardWare present on the other side of the connector, and then 
proceed correctly When a device on the other side is active, 
i.e., in the case of a connector, the mating hardWare (if nec 
essary) is connected, has booted, reached stable time, loaded 
its program (possibly across the same connector), activated its 
program, and communicated on its end of the IO channel, or, 
in the case of another program Within the segment, this other 
program (if necessary) is created, loaded, activated, and com 
municates on its end of the IO channel. The focus program 
can reach conditional readiness for a set of conditions that can 
include timeouts, transmission readiness on one or more IO 
channels, and other conditions that can change from false to 
true, and then proceed When one of the conditions becomes 
true, on a program branch based on Which of the conditions is 
chosen. In the case of transmission readiness on an IO chan 
nel, the condition evaluation proceeds irrespective of Whether 
the program on the other end is running, has been loaded, or 
exists in any Way, or in the case of a connector irrespective of 
Whether there is or is not mating hardWare on the other side of 
the connector, and readiness on this IO channel becomes true 
When, in the case of a connector, the mating hardWare (if 
necessary) is connected, has booted, reached stable time, 
loaded its program (possibly across the same connector), 
activated its program, and become ready to communicate on 
its end of the IO channel, or, in the case of another program 
Within the segment, this other program (if necessary) is cre 
ated, loaded, activated, and becomes ready to communicate 
on its end of the IO channel. The focus program given su?i 
cient resources can trigger nested programs, after loading 
them (if necessary), and the nested programs can themselves 
act as focus programs according to the above requirements. 

[0047] The computing segments described above, together 
With one or more host computers (Which may be a computing 
segment or a computer that is not a computing segment), and 
any optional peripheral devices, may be connected to form a 
recon?gurable computing system. At any time betWeen 
bootup and shutdoWn, the recon?gurable computing system 
operates through the capability of sending or receiving IO and 
programming for each host computer and segment. On each 
host (Whether or not it is a computing segment), at least one 
“host focus program” can be run, using as IO channels the IO 
(data) lines of any connectors connected to that host. The host 
focus program has the properties of a focus program 
described above. If a host focus program With suf?cient 
resources is running on a host not connected to any segments, 
a segment can be hot-plugged to this host via a connector, and 
the ho st focus program can, after loading programming to this 
segment (if necessary), and activating it (if necessary), com 
municate With a running program or programs on this seg 
ment. If a host focus program is in communication With 
programming running on a segment connected directly or 
indirectly With the ho st, the ho st focus program can, Without 
being stopped, unloaded or killed, have that communication 
link be placed by normal program control in a “segment 
paused” state Wherein the segment can be hot-unplugged. In 
the meantime, the host focus program can continue running 
With the capabilities it Would have had if the segment had 
never been connected, or Was continually connected but had 
not yet responded to the latest communications. If the same or 
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a different segment is connected later With appropriate pro 
gramming, the communication link can leave this “segment 
paused” state and the host focus program can resume running 
as if the communication link had never been disconnected but 
had merely gone temporarily silent. 
[0048] One particular example of implementation of a 
focus program is an extension of a method described on page 
1016 of the PDPTA’96 paper, Which addresses basic reload 
and recon?guration capability using an occam harness of the 
form: 

CHAN OF ANY ch: 

PAR 

[0049] ?rst part running in parallel: 
[0050] this is the part that keeps running in root side master 
(Ch) 
[0051] second part running in parallel: 
[0052] this is the part operating on the recon?gured side 

SEQ 
[0053] this one runs, ?nishes, and relinquishes its resources 
Innerl (ch) 
[0054] a shutdoWn of inde?nite duration occurs here 
[0055] and the code for inner2 may be loaded from scratch 
inner2(ch) 
Although the PDPTA’96 paper Was limited to operating sys 
tem unloading and reloading “behind the back” of the ?rst 
member of the PAR, using the DOS PSP mechanism With 
uninterrupted hardWare resources, the principleithat if 
resources used by the root side are undisturbed, the state 
machine Will operate correctlyiremains valid for hardWare 
sWaps. Thus the method described therein can be used to 
implement the focus program. 
[0056] As noted, many components of embodiments of the 
present invention take advantage of existing technologies or 
are extensions of existing technologies. One aspect of the 
invention is a combination of these technologies into a neW 
and unique physical form that offers many advantages over 
the current chassis based computing devices. 
[0057] It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
various modi?cations and variations can be made in the 
method and apparatus of the present invention Without 
departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, it is 
intended that the present invention cover modi?cations and 
variations that come Within the scope of the appended claims 
and their equivalents. 

1-21. (canceled) 
22. A method for use in a computing device adapted for 

connecting to an external device via a data connection having 
input/output (I/ O) lines, the method comprising: 

While a ?rst external device is connected via the data con 
nection and active, setting the data connection to an idle 
and hot-sWap ready state; 

maintaining the data connection in an idle and hot-sWap 
ready state While the ?rst external device is inactive or 
absent; 

receiving a ready signal from a second external device 
connected via the data connection; and 

transmitting data to or receiving data from the second 
external device after receiving the ready signal. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the ?rst and second 
external devices are different devices. 
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24. The method of claim 22, wherein the ?rst and second 
external devices are the same device. 

25. A method for use in a computing device adapted for 
connecting to an external device via a data connection having 
input/output (l/O) lines, the method comprising: 

(a) branching Within a program on the computing device so 
that the program is capable of using an external device 
connected via the data connection, and is also capable of 
running in the absence of such device or While such 
device is inactive; 

(b) While a ?rst external device is connected via the data 
connection and active, using hardWare state or controls 
Within the program to set the data connection to an idle 
and hot-sWap ready state; 

(c) maintaining the program in a continuously functioning 
state and maintaining the data connection in an idle and 
hot-sWap ready state While the ?rst external device is 
inactive or absent; 

(d) receiving a ready signal from a second external device 
connected via the data connection; and 

(e) causing the program While remaining in a continuously 
functioning state to resume transmitting data to or 
receiving data from the second external device after 
receiving the ready signal. 
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26. The method of claim 25, Wherein step (b) is performed 
after the hardWare state or controls Within the program detect 
a disconnection event. 

27. The method of claim 25, Wherein at some time during 
the data connection’s idle and hot-sWap ready state, program 
ming of the external device is absent, incomplete, or unready. 

28. The method of claim 25, Wherein the program is one of 
a set of nested programs. 

29. The method of claim 28, Wherein at some time While 
the data connection is in an idle and hot-sWap-ready state and 
the programming of the external device is ab sent, incomplete, 
or unready, a nested program can create, load, activate, or 
make ready some or all of the programming of the external 
device. 

30. The method of claim 25, Wherein in step (c) the ?rst 
external device is temporarily idle or unready While remain 
ing connected. 

31. The method of claim 25, Wherein the ?rst and second 
external devices are different devices. 

32. The method of claim 25, Wherein the ?rst and second 
external devices are the same device. 

* * * * * 


